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 Included in the font set are: 14 Latin font sizes and 7 weights with two styles, italic and bold 2,583 glyphs Accent support Orthographic, baseline and bitstream Multiple font families per language OpenType features for use in both rendering and page layout 24 kerning pairs 15 additional letter shapes to create a total of 30 shapes 2 unicode ranges for the truetype and opentype versions Complete set of
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InDesign, Photoshop, Quark or Corel Draw. You also need this font file for your web pages or print materials. With a font set like this, you won't have to pay huge amounts of money to license a font that isn't appropriate for your projects. Learn more about the font set FAQs Q: What is the refund policy? A: You can buy this product with confidence, knowing that you have 100% satisfaction

guaranteed. If for any reason you are not satisfied with this font, you can return it for a full refund within 3 days. We will ship the font set back to you so that you can enjoy your refund. Q: Are there any fonts included in this font set? A: Yes, there are some fonts in this font set. For example, you get the actual master font files for Adobe Garamond. Q: Can you give me the source files for the font
set? A: If you want, we can give you the 82157476af
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